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Abstract
In this paper, we present the design of Greystar, an inno-
vative defense system for combating the growing SMS
spam traffic in cellular networks. By exploiting the fact
that most SMS spammers select targets randomly from
the finite phone number space, Greystar monitors phone
numbers from the grey phone space (which are associ-
ated with data only devices like laptop data cards and
machine-to-machine communication devices like elec-
tricity meters) and employs a novel statistical model to
detect spam numbers based on their footprints on the
grey phone space. Evaluation using five month SMS
call detail records from a large US cellular carrier shows
that Greystar can detect thousands of spam numbers each
month with very few false alarms and 15% of the de-
tected spam numbers have never been reported by spam
recipients. Moreover, Greystar is much faster in detect-
ing SMS spam than existing victim spam reports, reduc-
ing spam traffic by 75% during peak hours.

1 Introduction

The explosion of mobile devices in the past decade has
brought with it an onslaught of unwanted SMS (Short
Message Service) spam [1]. It has been reported that
the number of spam messages in the US has risen 45%
in 2011 to 4.5 billion messages [2]. In 2012, there
were 350K variants of SMS spam messages accounted
for globally [3] and more than 69% of the mobile users
claimed to have received text spam [4]. The sheer vol-
ume of spam messages not only inflicts an annoying user
experience, but also incur significant costs to both cel-
lular service providers and customers alike. In contrast
to email spam where the number of possible email ad-
dresses is unlimited - and therefore the spammer gener-
ally needs a seed list beforehand, SMS spammers can
more easily reach victims by, e.g., simply enumerating
all numbers from the finite phone number space. This,

combined with wide adoption of mobile phones, makes
SMS a medium of choice among spammers. Further-
more, the increasingly rich functionality provided by
smart mobile devices also enables spammers to carry out
more sophisticated attacks through both voice and data
channels, for example, using SMS spam to entice users to
visit certain websites for product advertisement or other
illicit activities.
Because SMS spam inflicts financial loss to mobile

users and adverse impact to cellular network perfor-
mance, the objective of defense techniques is to restrict
spam numbers quickly before they reach too many vic-
tims. To this end, instead of applying popular solutions in
controlling email spam (e.g., filtering based on sending
patterns), which can cause a high false alarm rate, cellu-
lar carriers often seek help from their customers to alert
them of emerging spamming activities. More specifi-
cally, cellular carriers deploy reporting mechanism for
spam victims to report received spam messages and then
examine and restrict these reported spam numbers ac-
cordingly. Such spam detection techniques using victim
spam reports are very accurate, thanks to the human in-
telligence added while submitting these reports. How-
ever, these methods can suffer from significant delay due
to the low report rate and slow user responses, rendering
them inefficient in controlling SMS spam.

To address the issues in existing solutions, in this pa-
per, we carry out extensive analysis of SMS spamming
activities using five months of SMS call detail records
collected from a large cellular network in the US and the
SMS spam messages reported from the spam recipients
to that cellular carrier. We find that a majority of spam-
mers choose targets randomly from a few area codes or
the entire phone number space, and initiate spam traffic
at high rates. To detect such aggressive random spam-
mers, we advance a novel notion of grey phone space.
Grey phone space comprises a collection of grey phone
numbers (or grey numbers in short). Grey numbers are
associated with two types of mobile devices: data only
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devices (e.g., many laptop data cards and data modems,
etc.) and machine-to-machine (M2M) communication
devices (e.g., utility meters and medical devices, etc.).
These grey numbers usually do not participate actively in
SMS communication as other mobile numbers do (e.g.,
those associated with smartphones), they thereby form
a grey territory that legitimate mobile users rarely enter.
In the mean time, the wide dispersion of grey numbers
makes them hard to be evaded by spammers who choose
targets randomly.

On top of grey phone space, we propose the design
of Greystar. Greystar employs a novel statistical model
to detect spam numbers based on their interactions with
grey numbers and other non-grey phone numbers. We
evaluate Greystar using five months of SMS call records.
Experimental results indicate that Greystar is superior to
the existing SMS spam detection algorithms, which rely
heavily on victim spam reports, in terms of both accuracy
and detection speed. In particular, Greystar detected over
34K spam numbers in five months while only generating
two false positives. In addition, more than 15% of the de-
tected spam numbers have never been reported by mobile
users. Moreover, Greystar reacts fast to emerging spam-
ming activities, with a median detection time of 1.2 hours
after spamming activities occur. In 50% of the cases,
Greystar is at least 1 day ahead of victim spam reports.
The high accuracy and fast response time allow us to re-
strict more spam numbers soon after spamming activities
emerge, and hence to reduce a majority of the spam mes-
sages in the network. We demonstrate through simula-
tion on real network data that, after deploying Greystar,
we can reduce 75% of the spam messages during peak
hours. In this way, Greystar can greatly benefit the cellu-
lar carriers by alleviating the load from aggressive SMS
spam messages on network resources as well as limiting
their adverse impact on legitimate mobile users.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We introduce the SMS architecture and the datasets used
in our study in Section 2. We then motivate the design of
Greystar in Section 3. In Section 4 we study the SMS ac-
tivities of spammers and legitimate users. The definition
of grey numbers is presented in Section 5. In Section 6,
we explain in detail the design of Greystar. Evaluation
results are presented in Section 7. Section 8 discusses
the related work and Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 Background and Datasets

In this section, we briefly describe the cellular network
focused in our study. We then introduce the datasets and
our ground truth for identifying spam phone numbers.

2.1 SMS Architecture in UMTS
The cellular network under study utilizes primarily
UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System),
a popular 3G mobile communication technology adopted
by many mobile carriers across the globe. Here we intro-
duce the architecture for delivering SMS messages inside
UMTS networks (for other aspects regarding UMTS net-
works, e.g., mobile data channels, see [5]). Fig. 1 de-
picts a schematic view of the architecture. When send-
ing an SMS message, an end user equipment (UEA)
directly communicates with a cell tower (or node-B),
which forwards the message to a Radio Network Con-
troller (RNC). The RNC then delivers the message to a
Mobile Switching Center (MSC) server, where the mes-
sage enters the Signaling System 7 (SS7) network and
is stored temporarily at a Short Message Service Center
(SMSC). From the SMSC, the message will be routed to
the serving MSC of the recipient (UEB), then to the serv-
ing RNC and Node-B, and finally reaches UEB. Sim-
ilarly, messages originated from other carrier networks
(e.g., from UEC) will also traverse the SS7 network and
bypass the serving MSC before arriving at UEB

1.

Figure 1: SMS architecture in UMTS networks.

2.2 Datasets
In this paper, we use two different datasets for our study.

SMS Call Detail Records (CDRs) are used for under-
standing SMS user/spammer activities and evaluating the
performance of the proposed Greystar system. These
records were collected at the serving MSC’s of SMS re-
cipients (see Fig. 1). This means that CDR records rep-
resent SMS messages targeting registered mobile cus-
tomers of the UMTS network under study2 and have been

1Note that similar SMS architecture is also adopted in other types
of 3G/4G cellular networks. Additionally, in this paper, we only focus
on SMS through the voice control channel. Short message services
through mobile data channels, such as iMessage, Tweets and MMS,
etc., are out of the scope of this paper (though defenses for fighting
email spam can be applied to detect short message spam through data
channels, which we shall discuss in Section 8).

2SMS messages targeting mobile users in other carrier networks and
landline numbers are not seen at the serving MSCs and hence are not

2
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successfully routed through the SS7 network. The CDR
dataset spans 5 months from Jan 2012 to May 2012. Each
record contains the SMS receiving time, the originating
number, the terminating number and the International
Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) for the device asso-
ciated with the terminating number3. We note that CDR
records do not contain text content of the original SMS
messages.

Victim spam reports contain spam messages reported
by spam recipients to the carrier. The said cellular car-
rier deploys an SMS spam reporting service for its users:
when a user receives an SMS text and deems it as a spam
message, s/he can forward the message to a spam report
number designated by the cellular service provider. Once
the spam is forwarded, an acknowledgment message is
returned, which asks the user to reply with the spam-
mer’s phone number (referred to as the spam number
hereafter). Once the above two-stage process is com-
pleted within a predefined time interval, a spam report
is created, which includes the reporter’s phone number,
the spam number, the reporting time and the text content
of the reported spam message. We employ six months
of spam reports from Jan 2012 to June 2012 in order to
cover spam numbers observed between Jan and May but
are reported after May due to the delay of the spam re-
ports (see Section 3.2).

We emphasize that no customer personal information
was collected or used for our study. All customer identi-
fies were anonymized before any analysis was conducted.
In particular, for phone numbers, only the area code (i.e.,
the first 3 digits of the 10 digit North American num-
bers) was used and the remaining digits were hashed.
Similarly we only retain the first 8-digit Type Alloca-
tion Code (TAC) of the IMEI to identify device types and
anonymize the remaining 8-digit to preserve customers’
privacy. In addition, to adhere to the confidentiality un-
der which we have access to the data, in places we only
present normalized views of our results while retaining
the scientifically relevant magnitudes.

2.3 Obtaining Ground Truth
Although victim spam reports provide us with ground
truth for some spam numbers, they are by no means com-
prehensive and can be noisy (see Section 3.2). Therefore,

included in CDR records.
3IMEI’s are stored at MSC’s and are updated every time users con-

nect to the network. Although we have observed that spammers some-
times modify the IMEIs of their spamming devices (e.g., through spe-
cial equipment like SIM boxes), IMEI spoofing among legitimate users
is rare. Therefore we can reliably identify the types of user devices
based on their corresponding IMEIs. Meanwhile, since all the CDRs
are collected at MSCs, we can identify the original phone numbers that
initiate the SMS messages. Hence our approach is not affected even
when spammers employ spoofing techniques to change their caller IDs.

in this paper, we employ a more reliable source of ground
truth. In particular, we request the fraud agents from the
said UMTS carrier to manually verify spam number can-
didates detected by us. These fraud agents are exposed
to much richer (and more expensive) sources of informa-
tion. For example, fraud agents can investigate the own-
ership and the price plan information of the candidates,
examine their SMS sending patterns and correlate them
with known spam numbers in terms of their network lo-
cations and active times, etc. The final decision is made
conservatively by corroborating different evidence.

Admittedly, fraud agents can make mistakes during
their investigation. Meanwhile, their breadth may be
limited by not being able to inspect all mobile numbers
in the network. Nevertheless, fraud agents provide us
with the most authoritative ground truth available for our
study. It is worth mentioning that such investigation by
fraud agents has been deployed independently for SMS
spam number detection and restriction for more than one
year and no false alarm has yet been observed (e.g., no
user complaint is observed so far regarding incorrectly
restricted phone numbers). Therefore, in our study, we
will treat fraud agents as a black box authority, i.e., we
submit a list of spam number candidates to fraud agents
and they return a list of confirmed spam numbers.

3 Objectives and Existing Solutions

In this section, we discuss the objectives of developing
an effective defense against SMS spam by comparing
the difference between SMS spam and traditional email
spam. We then review the most widely adopted SMS
spam detection method based on crowdsourcing victim
spam reports and point out its inefficacy. In the end, we
present the rationale of the proposed Greystar system.

3.1 SMS Spam Defense Objectives
In a conventional SMS spamming scenario, an SMS
spammer (note that we refer to an SMS spammer as the
person who employs a set of spam numbers to launch
SMS spam campaigns) first invests in a set of phone
numbers and special high-speed devices, such as 3G
modems and SIM boxes [6]. Using these devices, s/he
then initiates unsolicited SMS messages to a large num-
ber of mobile phone numbers. Akin to traditional email
spam, the objective of SMS spam is to advertise certain
information to entice further actions from the message
recipients, e.g., calling a fraud number or clicking on a
URL link embedded in the message which points to a
malicious site. However, SMS spamming activities ex-
hibit unique characteristics which shift the focus of the
defense mechanisms and hence render inapplicable or

3
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inefficient existing solutions for defending against tradi-
tional email spam.
Email service providers usually detect and filter email

spam at their mail servers, to which they have full access.
There they can build accurate spam filters by exploiting
rich features in emails including the text content. Spam
filters at end user devices are also a common choice,
where email clients (apps) filter spam while retrieving
emails from remote mail servers. Though blacklist of
email spammers are sometimes used to assist spam clas-
sification [7–9], restricting email spam senders is usually
not the main focus of the defense, since it requires close
collaboration between email providers and network car-
riers. Moreover, it is observed that many spam emails
are originated from legitimate hosts due to botnet activ-
ities [10], which makes restricting spam originators an
inapplicable solution.

In comparison to emails which are generally stored on
servers and wait for users to retrieve them, SMS mes-
sages are delivered instantly to the recipients through the
SS7 network. Along the path, SMS messages are only
cached temporarily at SMSC (only when the recipients
are offline), leaving little time for cellular carriers to re-
act to them. The task becomes even more challenging es-
pecially when the SMS traffic volume peaks during busy
hours. Filtering SMS spam at end user devices (e.g., us-
ing mobile apps) is also not applicable given many SMS
capable devices (e.g., feature phones) do not support run-
ning such apps. In addition, for a user with a pay-per-
use SMS plan, she is already charged for the spam mes-
sage once it arrives at her device. More importantly, even
when SMS spam filters are deployed at SMSC’s and end
user devices, SMS spammers can still inflict significant
loss to the carrier and other mobile users. This is because
the huge number of spam messages can lead to a signif-
icant increase in the SMS traffic volume at the cell tow-
ers serving the spam senders, possibly causing conges-
tion and hence deteriorating voice/data usage experience
of nearby users. For example, we have found the SMS
traffic volume at cell towers can easily get multiplied by
more than 10 times due to the activities of spammers.
Therefore, the focus of the SMS spam defense is to con-
trol spam numbers as soon as possible before they reach
a large number of victims.
An efficient SMS spam detection algorithm is hence

expected to react quickly to emerging spamming activi-
ties. Meanwhile, the focus on restricting spam numbers
places a strong emphasis on the accuracy of the algo-
rithm. First, it requires a spam detection algorithm to
limit false alarms, because false alarms can lead to incor-
rect restriction of legitimate users from accessing SMS
services. Second, it demands the algorithm detect as
many spam numbers as possible so as to minimize the
impact of SMS spam activities on the network. Such

high accuracy requirements are hard to achieve solely
based on the SMS sending patterns of the spammers.
For example, it is difficult to separate spam campaigns
from legitimate SMS campaigns, such as a school send-
ing messages to its students to alert adverse weather con-
ditions. These legitimate senders can exhibit character-
istics that are common to SMS spammers4. Spammers
may also alter their sending patterns to mimic legitimate
users to avoid detection. As a result, cellular carriers of-
ten seek the assistance from their customers to alert them
of emerging SMS spam activities.

3.2 Spam Detection by Crowdsourcing
Victim Spam Reports

The emphasis on high accuracy gives rise to the wide
adoption of spam detection methods based on victim
spam reports which were introduced in Section 2. Victim
spam reports represent a more reliable and cleaner source
of SMS spam samples, as all the spam messages con-
tained in the reports have been vetted and classified by
mobile users (using human intelligence). To further mit-
igate the possible errors caused during the two-step re-
porting process, cellular carriers often crowdsource spam
reports from different users. For example, a simple yet
effective strategy is to identify a spam number after re-
ceiving reports from K distinct users. Meanwhile, de-
fense mechanisms based on victim spam reports are also
of low cost, because only numbers reported by users need
to be further analyzed. Due to this reason, spam reports
are usually a trigger for more sophisticated investigation
on the senders, such as their sending patterns, service
plans, etc..

Despite the high accuracy and low cost, detecting SMS
spam based on spam reports is analogus to performing
spam filtering at user devices. The major drawback is
detection delay, which we illustrate in Fig. 2 based on
the CDR data from January 2012. The red solid curve
in Fig. 2 measures how long it takes for a spam num-
ber to be reported after spam starts (a.k.a. report delay).
We consider a spam number starts spamming when it
first reaches at least 50 victims in an hour (see Section 4
for discussion on spamming rates). From Fig. 2, we ob-
serve that less than 3% of the spam numbers are reported
within 1 hour after spamming starts. More than 50% of
the spam numbers are reported 1 day after. The report
delay is mainly due to the extremely low report rate from
users. In fact, less than 1 in 10,000 spam messages were

4Maintaining a whitelist of such legitimate intensive SMS users can
be challenging. First, we have little information to identify the white
list if the users are outside the network. Second, even for the users
inside the network, the whitelist can still be dynamic, with new busi-
nesses/organizations initiating/stopping SMS broadcasting services ev-
ery day. More importantly, users are not obliged to report to the carrier
when they intend to start such services.

4
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reported during the five month observation period. Aside
from causing a long detection delay, the low report rate
also leads to many missed detections (see Section 7).

In addition, even when a victim reports a spam mes-
sage, how long it takes him/her is at the reporter’s dis-
cretion. The blue dotted curve in Fig. 2 shows how fast
a user reports a spam message after receiving it (user
delay). Note that each user can receive multiple spam
messages (possibly with different text content) from the
same sender and hence can report the same sender multi-
ple times. Thus, we define user delay as the time differ-
ence between when a user reports a spam message and
the last time that the user receives spam from that par-
ticular spam number before the report. We observe in
Fig. 2 , among users who report spam, half of the spam
messages are reported more than 1 hour after they receive
the spam messages. Around 20% spam are reported even
after a day. Due to such a long delay, spammers have
already inflicted significant loss to the network and its
customers.

In addition to the problem of detection delay, the cur-
rent two-stage reporting method is error-prone. We find
around 10% reporters fail to provide a valid spam num-
ber at the second stage. Moreover, spam report based
methods are vulnerable to attacks, as attackers can eas-
ily game with the detection system by sending bogus
reports to Denial-of-Service (DoS) legitimate numbers.
All these drawbacks render spam detection using victim
spam reports an insufficient solution.

3.3 Overview of Greystar
Recognizing the drawbacks of existing victim report
based solutions, we introduce the rationale behind
Greystar. The objective of Greystar is to accurately de-
tect SMS spam while at the same time being able to con-
trol spam numbers as soon as possible before they reach
too many victims. To this end, we advance a novel notion
of grey phone numbers. These grey numbers usually do

not communicate with other mobile numbers using SMS,
they thereby form a grey territory that legitimate mobile
users rarely enter. On the other hand, as we shall see
in Section 4, it is difficult for spammers to avoid touch-
ing these grey numbers due to the random target selec-
tion strategies that they usually adopt. Greystar then pas-
sively monitors the footprints of SMS senders on these
grey numbers to detect impending spam activities target-
ing a large number of mobile users.

Greystar addresses the problems in existing spam re-
port based solutions as follows. First, the population
of grey numbers is much larger and widely distributed
(see Section 5), providing us with more “spam alerts”
to capture more spam numbers more quickly. Second,
by passively monitoring SMS communication with grey
numbers, we avoid the user delay and errors introduced
when submitting spam reports. Last, Greystar detects
spammers based on their interactions with grey phone
space. This prevents malicious users from gaming the
Greystar detection system and launching DoS attacks
against other legitimate users.
In the following, we first discuss related work in Sec-

tion 8. We then study the difference of spamming and
legitimate SMS activities in Section 4, which lays the
foundation of the Greystar system. In Section 5 we in-
troduce our methodology for identifying grey numbers.
We then present the design of Greystar in Section 6 and
evaluate it in Section 7.

4 Analyzing SMS Activities of Spammers
and Legitimate Users

We first formally define SMS spamming activities. Dur-
ing a spamming process, a spammer selects (following
a certain strategy) a sequence of target phone numbers,
X := {x1,x2, · · · ,xi, · · · } (1 ≤ i ≤ n), to send SMS mes-
sages to over a time window T . Each target phone num-
ber is a concatenation of two components, the 3-digit

5
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area code xa
i , which is location specific, and the 7-digit

subscriber number xs
i . Note that we only examine US

phone numbers (which have 10 digits excluding the lead-
ing country code “1”). Phone numbers of SMS senders
from other countries which follow the same North Amer-
ican Numbering Plan (NANP) are removed before the
study. All the statistics in this section are calculated
based on a whole month data from January 2012. To
compare the activities of spam numbers and legitimate
numbers, we obtain an equal amount of samples from
both groups. In particular, the spam numbers are identi-
fied from victim spam reports and the legitimate numbers
are randomly sampled from the remaining SMS senders
appearing in the month-long CDR data set. Both samples
of phone numbers are checked by fraud agents before the
analysis to remove false positives and false negatives.

4.1 SMS Sending Rates
We first compare the SMS sending rates of known spam
numbers and legitimate numbers.We measure the send-
ing rate at the granularity of hours, i.e., the average num-
ber of unique recipients a phone number communicates
with hourly.The CCDF curves of the sending rates are
shown in Fig. 3.

From Fig. 3, spam numbers have a much higher SMS
sending rate than legitimate numbers. This is not surpris-
ing given the purpose of spamming is to reach as many
victims as possible within a short time period. In par-
ticular, more than 95% of spam numbers have a sending
rate above 5 and more than 70% spam numbers exhibit
a sending rate above 50. In contrast, more than 97%
of the legtimate numbers have a sending rate below 5.
As we can see in Section 6, by enforcing a threshold on
the sending rate, we can filter out most of the legitimate
numbers without missing many spam numbers.

Due to their high spamming rates, at the node-Bs that
spam numbers are connected to, we find that the sheer
volume of spamming traffic is astonishing. Spamming
traffic can exceed normal SMS traffic by more than 10
times. Even at RNCs, which serve multiple node-Bs,
traffic from spamming can account for 80% to 90% of to-
tal SMS traffic at times. Such a high traffic volume from
spammers can exert excessive loads on the network, af-
fecting legitimate SMS traffic. Furthermore, since SMS
messages are carried over the voice control channel, ex-
cessive SMS traffic can deplete the network resource,
and thus can potentially cause dropped calls and other
network performance degradation. Meanwhile, the in-
creasing malware app instances that propagate through
the SMS channel also emphasize the importance of re-
stricting SMS spam activities in cellular networks.

We note that, although most legitimate numbers send
SMS at low rates (e.g., below 50), due to the large pop-

ulation size of the legitimate numbers, there are still
many of them with high sending rates indistinguishable
from those of spam numbers. Investigation shows that
they belong to organizations which use the SMS service
to disseminate information to their stakeholders, e.g.,
churches, schools, restaurants, etc. How to distinguish
these legitimate intensive SMS senders from SMS spam-
mers is the main focus of our Greystar system.

4.2 Spammer Target Selection Strategy
We next study how spammers select spamming targets.
We characterize their target selection strategies at two
levels, i.e., how spammers choose area codes and how
they select phone numbers within each area code.
We define the metric area code relative uncertainty

(rua) to measure whether a spammer favors phone num-
bers within certain area codes. The rua is defined as:

rua(X) :=
H(Xa)

Hmax(Xa)
=

−∑q∈Q P(q) logP(q)

log|Q|
,

where P(q) represents the proportion of target phone
numbers with the same area code q and |Q| is the total
number of area codes in the US. Intuitively, a large rua
(e.g., greater than 0.7) indicates that the spammer uni-
formly chooses targets across all the area codes. In con-
trast, a small rua means the targets of the spammer come
from only a few area codes.
We next define a metric random spamming ratio to

measure how spammers select targets within each area
code. Let Pa be the proportion of active phone num-
bers5 within area code a. For a particular spamming
target sequence Xa of a spam number, if the spammer
randomly chooses targets, the proportion of active phone
numbers in Xa should be close to Pa. Otherwise, we be-
lieve the spammer has some prior knowledge (e.g., with
an obtained target list) to select specific phone numbers
to spam. Based on this idea, we carry out a one sided Bi-
nomial hypothesis test for each spammer and each area
code to see if the corresponding target selection strat-
egy is random within that area code. The random spam-
ming ratio is then defined as the proportion of area codes
within which a spammer selects targets randomly (i.e.,
the test fails to reject the randomness hypothesis with P-
value=0.05). Note that, for each spam number, only area
codes with more than 100 victims are tested to ensure the
validity of the test.

5The active phone numbers are identified as all registered phone
numbers inside the carrier’s billing database who have unexpired ser-
vice plans. We find that the active numbers are uniform across all area
codes, possibly due to frequent phone number recycling within carrier
networks (e.g., phone numbers originally used by landlines are reas-
signed to mobile phones) and users switching between cellular carriers
while retaining the same phone numbers.

6
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few numbers which have sent no more than 1 SMS mes-
sage during the one month period. For a majority of
these numbers, all the messages they have received are
spam (as indicated by the fact that most probability mass
is squeezed to a small region close to 1). This implies
that these SMS inactive numbers are good indicators of
spamming activities, i.e., SMS senders who communi-
cate with them are more likely to be spammers.

5 SMS Grey Phone Number Space

In order to utilize these SMS inactive numbers for spam
detection, we want to first answer the following ques-
tions. Why do these numbers have a low volume of SMS
activity? Is there an inexpensive way to identify a sta-
ble set of such numbers for building the detection sys-
tem? To answer these questions, we carry out an in-
depth analysis of SMS inactive users. We then define
grey phone space and propose a method for identifying
the grey phone space using CDR records. In the end,
we study properties of grey phone space and show the
potential of using it to detect spamming activities.

5.1 Investigating Service Plans
Cellular carriers often provide their customers with a rich
set of features to build their personal service plans. Users
are free to choose the best combination of features to
balance their needs and the cost. For example, a fre-
quent voice caller often opts in an unlimited voice plan
and a user who watches online videos a lot can choose
a data plan with a larger data cap. Therefore, service
plans encode demographic properties of the associated
users. We hence study the correlations between different
service plan features and SMS activeness to understand
these SMS inactive users.
More specifically, we extract all the service plans as-

sociated with the legitimate user samples, which include
features related to voice, data and SMS services. We cal-
culate the Pearson correlation coefficients of the SMS ac-
tiveness and individual plan features (treated as binary
variables). The features are then ranked according to the
correlation values. We summarize the top 5 features that
are positively and negatively correlated with SMS active-
ness in Table 1.

Top 5 negatively correlated Top 5 positively correlated
Text restricted Monthly unlimited voice/text

Voice restricted Messaging unlimited
Text msg pay per use Rollover family plan

Voice/data prepaid Unlimited SMS/MMS
Large cap data plans Small cap data plans

Table 1: Corr. of activeness and plan features.

The top 5 features with negative correlations are in
the first column of Table 1. Many of these SMS in-
active users are enrolled in the pay-per-use SMS plan,
a common economical choice for users who rarely ac-
cess SMS services. Interestingly, a large number of SMS
inactive users have restrictions on their voice/text plans
and have been simultaneously enrolled in large cap data
plans. Such restrictions only apply for mobile users with
data only devices, such as tablets and laptop data cards,
etc. In contrast, the top 5 features with positive corre-
lations are summarized in the second column. Most of
SMS active users have unlimited SMS plans, a favorable
choice of frequent SMS communicators. Many of them
have also enrolled in small cap data plans and unlimited
MMS plans, which are dedicated for smartphone users.

Though service plans demonstrate clear distinctions
between SMS inactive and active users, relying on ser-
vice plans to identify SMS inactive users is not effec-
tive in practice due to two reasons. First, service plans
change frequently, especially when users upgrade their
devices. Second, query service plan information per-
sistently during run time can be very expensive. Fortu-
nately, our analysis above also reveals that service plans
are strongly correlated with the device types, e.g., data
only device users are less active compared to smartphone
users. Can we use device types as a proxy to identify
SMS inactive users instead? We shall explore such pos-
sibilities in the following section.

SMS towards data only devices. Like phones, laptops
and other data only devices are also equipped with SIM
cards and hence, once connected to the network, are able
to receive SMS messages. We therefore can capture CDR
records to these devices at MSCs. However, manufactur-
ers often restrict text usage on these devices by masking
the APIs related to SMS functions. Meanwhile, at the
billing stage, text messages to these data only devices
(with a text restricted plan) are not charged by the carrier.
There are exceptions such as laptops enrolled in regular
text messaging plans, however, such cases are rare based
on our observations.

5.2 Identifying Grey Phone Space
The device associated with each phone number can be
found in the CDR data based on the first eight-digit TAC
of the IMEI. We use the most updated TAC to device
mapping from the UMTS carrier in January 2013 and
have identified 27 mobile device types (defined by the
carrier) which we summarize in Table 2. We note that
finer grained analysis at individual device level is also
feasible. However, we find that, except for the vehicle
tracking devices which we shall see soon, devices within
each category have strong similarity in their SMS active-
ness distributions. Hence we gain little by defining grey

8
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numbers at the device level.

Type Examples
Data-
only

Laptop data cards, tablets, netbooks, eReaders, 3G
data modems, etc.

M2M Security alarms, telematics, vehicle tracking de-
vices, point-of-sale terminals, medical devices, etc.

Phone Smartphones, feature phones, quick messaging
phones, PDAs, etc.

Table 2: Device categories and examples.

Fig. 7 shows the CDF distributions of SMS active-
ness of phone numbers associated with different device
types. We observe three clusters of CDF curves. The
first one consists of curves concentrating at the top-left
corner, representing devices with very low SMS active-
ness. This cluster covers all data only devices and a ma-
jority of machine-to-machine devices (see [11] for more
discussions of M2M devices). The second cluster lies in
the middle of the plot, which includes all phone devices.
The third cluster contains only one M2M device type,
which covers all vehicle tracking devices. Interestingly,
the curve of such devices shows a bi-modal shape, where
some devices communicate frequently using SMS while
other devices mainly stay inactive. Based on Fig. 7, we
define grey numbers as the ones that are associated with
devices in the first cluster, i.e., data only devices and
M2M devices excluding the vehicle tracking device cate-
gory. The collection of all grey number are referred to as
the grey phone space. The grey numbers are representa-
tives of a subset of SMS inactive users7. Meanwhile, the
grey phone space defined in this way is stable because it

7We use devices in the first cluster as our definitions of grey space,
however, as we have seen in Fig. 7, even within the grey number cate-
gories there are still (a very few) numbers that are highly active in SMS
communication. The proposed beta-binomial classification model (dis-
cussed in detail in Section 6) will take into account this fact. Intuitively,
the model detects a spam number only when it is observed to have sig-
nificant interaction with the grey space. Given a majority of the grey
numbers that are SMS inactive, the chance that a phone number is mis-

is tied to mobile devices instead of specific phone num-
bers, whose behaviors can change over time (e.g., when
a user upgrades the device). Furthermore, grey numbers
can be identified directly based on the IMEIs in the CDR
data with little cost, as opposed to querying and main-
taining service plan information for individual users.

5.3 Characterizing Grey Phone Space
We next study the distribution of grey numbers and show
how grey phone space can help us detect spamming ac-
tivities.
Fig. 8 shows the size of each area code in the phone

space (the x-axis, in terms of the number of active phone
numbers) and the proportion of grey phone numbers out
of all active phone numbers in that area code (the y-axis).
The correlation coefficient of two dimensions is close to
0, indicating that grey numbers exist in both densely and
sparsely populated areas. The wide distribution of grey
numbers ensures a better chance of detecting spam num-
bers equipped with random spamming strategies. To il-
lustrate this point, we calculate the proportion of grey
numbers out of all the numbers accessed by spam num-
bers (red solid curve) and legitimate users (blue dotted
curve). We observe that a predominant portion of legit-
imate users never touch grey phone space. In fact, less
than 1% of the users have ever accessed grey numbers in
the 1 month observation period. In addition, we show the
same distribution for legitimate users (who have sent to
at least 50 recipients in a month) conditioned on having
touched at least one grey number. Compared to the spam
numbers which tend to access more grey numbers (red
solid curve), these legitimate users communicate with
much fewer grey numbers. In most cases, the access
of grey numbers is triggered by users replying to spam
numbers who usually use M2M devices to launch spam.

classified as a spam number due to its interaction with these outliers in
the grey space is very small.

9
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5.4 Discussion: Greyspace vs. Darkspace

In addition to the grey phone space, the “dark” phone
space (i.e., formed by unassigned phone numbers) can
also be a choice for detecting spam activities using
the same technique proposed in this paper. Analogous
concepts of grey IP addresses and dark IP addresses
for detecting anomalous activities have been explored
in [12,13]. However, unlike IP addresses which are often
assigned to organizations in blocks (i.e., sharing the same
IP prefix), the phone number space is shared by differ-
ent cellular service providers, landline service providers
and even (IP) TV providers. Even if some phone num-
bers are assigned in blocks initially to a certain provider,
the frequent phone number assignment changes caused
by new user subscription, old user termination, recy-
cling of phone numbers and phone number porting in/out
between different providers will ultimately result in the
shared ownership of the phone number space as we have
seen today. For example, different cellular and landline
providers can have phone numbers under the same legit-
imate area code. It is difficult to tell which phone num-
ber belongs to which provider without inquiring the right
provider.
This poses significant challenges when we want to

identify dark (unassigned) phone numbers. As dark
phone numbers can be anywhere in the phone number
space (within legitimate area codes) and can belong to
any provider, it is rather difficult to determine a dark
number, at least from the perspective of a single provider.
For instance, just because a phone number is not assigned
to any user/device belonging to a particular provider, it
does not necessarily mean that such a number is dark. In
other words, accurate detection of dark numbers requires
the collaboration of all the owners of the phone num-
ber space, which is an intractable task. Meanwhile, such
dark number repository needs to be updated frequently
to reflect the changes of phone number assignments.
In comparison, grey numbers can be defined easily

with respect to a particular provider: these are phone
numbers assigned to devices belonging to customers of
that provider where there are usually less SMS activities
originated from these numbers (devices). Meanwhile,
whether a number is grey is readily available to us (based
on the existing the IMEI numbers inside CDR records)
without any extra work.

6 System Design

In this section, we first present an overview of Greystar.
We then introduce the detection model and how we
choose parameters for the model.

6.1 System Overview
The logic of Greystar is illustrated in Alg. 1, which runs
periodically at a predefined frequency. In our experi-
ment, we run Greystar hourly. Greystar employs a time
window of W (e.g., W equals 24 hours in our studies).
The footprint of each SMS originating number s, e.g.,
the sets of grey and non-grey numbers accessed by s (de-
noted as Gs and Ns, respectively), are identified from the
CDR data within W . After that, a filtering process is
conducted which asserts two requirements on originat-
ing numbers to be classified, i.e., in the past 24 hours:
i) the sender is active enough (which has sent messages
to no less than M = 50 recipients. Recall the high send-
ing rates of known spam numbers in Fig. 3); and ii) the
sender has touched at least one grey number. These two
criteria, especially the second one, can help significantly
reduce the candidates to be classified in the follow-up
step. In fact, we find that, on average, less than 0.1%
of users send SMS to grey numbers in each day. More
importantly, these users cover a majority of active SMS
spammers in the network as we shall see in Section 7.
As a consequence, this filtering step can noticeably re-
duce the system load as well as potential false alarms.

Algorithm 1 Greystar algorithm.
1: Input: CDR records D from the past W = 24 hours, M=50;
2: Output: Spam number candidates C;
3: From D, extract all SMS senders Orig;
4: for each s ∈ Orig do
5: Extract the CDR records associated with s: Ds ⊂ D;
6: From Ds, identify the grey numbers Gs and non-grey

numbers Ns accessed by s;
7: if |Gs|+ |Ns| ≥ M and |Gs| > 0 then
8: if detect spamnbr(Gs, Ns)=1 then
9: C := C∪{s};

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for

Once a sender passes the filtering process, the function
detect spamnbr is called to classify the sender into either
a spam number or a legitimate number based on Gs and
Ns associated with that sender. In this paper, we propose
a novel Beta-Binomial model for building the classifier,
which we explain in detail next.

6.2 Classifier Design
We assume a random SMS spammer selects spamming
targets following a two-step process. First, the spammer
chooses a specific target phone number block. Second,
the spammer uniformly chooses target phone numbers
from that block. Let θ denote the density of grey num-
bers in the target block and X := {xi},1 ≤ i ≤ n be the

10
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sequence of target phone numbers selected. Meanwhile,
let k be the number of grey numbers in X . The target se-
lection process can then be formulated as the following
generative process.

1. Choose a target block with grey number density θ ;

2. Choose xi ∼ Bernoulli(θ ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n;

We note that θ varies as a spammer chooses differ-
ent phone number blocks. The choice of phone num-
ber blocks is arbitrary. For example, A spammer can
choose a large phone block across multiple area codes or
a small one consisting of only a fraction of phone num-
bers within one area code. Therefore, θ itself can be
considered as a random variable. We assume θ follows a
Beta distribution8, i.e., θ ∼ Beta(α,β ), with a probabil-
ity density function as:

P(θ |α,β ) =
Γ(α + β )

Γ(α)Γ(β )
θ α(1−θ )β

,

where Γ is the gamma function. Therefore, the random
variable k follows a Beta-Binomial distribution:

P(k|n,α,β ) =

(

n
k

)

Γ(k + α)Γ(n− k + β )

Γ(n + α + β )

Γ(α + β )

Γ(α)Γ(β )

The target selection process of legitimate users can be
expressed using the same process. Because legitimate
users tend to communicate less with grey numbers, their
corresponding θ ∗’s are usually much smaller. Let α∗ and
β ∗ be the parametrization of the Beta distribution asso-
ciated with θ ∗. For a phone number that has accessed n
targets, out of which k are grey numbers, we classify it
as a spam number (i.e., detect spamnbr returns 1) if

P(spammer|k,n)

P(legitimate|k,n)
=

P(k|n,α,β )P(spammer)
P(k|n,α∗,β ∗)P(legitimate)

> 1,

where the first equation is derived using the Bayes theo-
rem. It is equivalent to

P(k|n,α,β )

P(k|n,α∗,β ∗)
>

P(legitimate)
P(spammer)

= η

In practice, it is usually unclear how many spammers are
in the network, therefore, to estimate η directly is chal-
lenging. We instead choose η through experiments.

8In Bayesian inference, the Beta distribution is the conjugate prior
probability distribution for the Bernoulli and binomial distributions. In-
stead of using the Bernoulli model, we can model the second stage of
the target selection process as sampling from a multinomial distribu-
tion corresponding to different device types. In this case, the conjugate
prior distribution of the multinomial parameters is the Dirichlet distri-
bution. However, our preliminary experiments show little performance
gain from applying the more sophisticated model in comparison to the
increased computation cost.

6.3 Parameter Selection

There are five parameters to be estimated in the classifier,
α̂, β̂ , α̂∗, β̂ ∗ and η . We use the data from January 2012 to
determine these parameters. To obtain ground truth, we
submit to the fraud agents a list of all the SMS senders
that i) have sent to more than 50 recipients in a 24 hour
time window; and ii) at least one of the recipients is grey
(recall the filtering criteria in Algorithm 1). Fraud agents
carry out investigation on these numbers for us and label
spam numbers in the list. We then divide the January data
into two subsets, the first two weeks of data for fitting
the Beta-binomial models (i.e., to determine the first four
parameters) and the rest of data is reserved for testing the
classifier to estimate η .

In particular, using the training data set, we estimate
the parameters for two Beta-binomial models using max-
imum likelihood estimation. With the estimated pa-
rameters, we illustrate the probability density function
θ ∼ Beta(α,β ) and θ ∗ ∼ Beta(α̂∗, β̂ ∗) in Fig. 10. The
density functions agree with our previous observations
in Fig. 9. The mass of the probability function corre-
sponding to the legitimate users concentrates on a narrow
region close to 0, implying that legitimate users commu-
nicate much less with grey numbers than non-grey num-
bers. In contrast, the density associated with spam num-
bers widely spreads out, indicating more grey numbers
are touched by spam numbers due to their random target
selection strategies.
We evaluate the accuracy of the classifier given differ-

ent choices of η on the test data set and the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is displayed in
Fig. 11. The x-axis represents the false alarm rate (or
the false positive rate) and the y-axis stands for the true
detection rate (or the true positive rate). From Fig. 11,
with a certain η , Greystar can detect more than 85%
spam numbers without producing any false alarm. We
will choose this η value in the rest of our experiments9.

7 Greystar Evaluation

In this section, we conduct an extensive evaluation of
Greystar using five months of CDR data and compare it
with the methods based on victim spam reports in terms
of accuracy, detection delay and the effectiveness in re-
ducing spam traffic in the network.

9Note that the exact parameter values used in Greystar are propri-
etary and we are not able to release them in the paper. We have also
tested the choice of η using different partitioning of the training/test
data. The η remains stable across experiments.
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7.1 Accuracy Evaluation

To estimate the accuracy and the false alarm rate, we
again consult with the fraud agents to check the num-
bers from Greystar detection results. False negatives (or
missed detections), on the other hand, are more difficult
to identify. Given the huge number of negative examples
classified, we are unable to have all of them examined by
the fraud agents to identify all missed detections because
of the high manual investigation cost. As an alternative
solution, we compare Greystar detection results with vic-
tim spam reports to obtain a lower bound estimate of the
missed detections.

More formally, let Sg denote the detection results from
Greystar and Sc be the spam numbers contained in the
victim spam reports received during the same time pe-
riod. We define missed detections of Greystar as Sc −Sg.
In addition, we define additional detections of Greystar
as Sg − Sc to measure the value brought by Greystar to
the existing spam defense solution. The monthly accu-
racy evaluation results are displayed in Fig. 12.

The blue bars in Fig. 12 illustrate the spam numbers
validated by fraud agents in each month. Greystar is able
to detect thousands of spam numbers per month. The as-
cending trend of detected spam numbers coincides with
the increase of victim spam reports in the five-month ob-
servation window. This implies that Greystar is able to
keep up with the increase of spam activities. In addition
to the large number of true detections, Greystar is highly
accurate given only two potential false alarms are identi-
fied by fraud agents in 5 months. Interestingly, these two
numbers are associated with tenured smartphone users
who suddenly behave abnormally and initiate SMS mes-
sages to many recipients whom they have never commu-
nicated with in the past. We suspect these users have
been infected by SMS spamming malware that launch
spam campaigns from the users’ devices without their
consent. To identify SMS spamming malware and hence
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Figure 14: Number of spam messages after restriction.

removing such false alarms will be our future work.
In comparison to the victim spam reports, Greystar

detects over 1000 addition spam numbers that were not
reported by spam victims while missing less than 500
monthly. Meanwhile, although a majority of the spam
numbers detected by Greystar are also reported by spam
victims, Greystar can detect these numbers much faster
than methods based on victim reports, and consequently
can suppress more spam messages in the network. We
illustrate this point in the next section.

7.2 Detection Speed and Benefits to Cellu-
lar Carriers

We note that, to reduce noise, cellular carriers often rely
on multiple spam reports (e.g., K reports) from different
victims to confirm a spam number. We refer to such a
crowdsourcing method as the K+ algorithm. To evaluate
the speed of Greystar, we compare it with two versions of
the K+ algorithms, namely, 1+ and 3+. Comparing with

12
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1+ supplies us with the lower bound of the time differ-
ence and comparison with 3+ illustrates the real benefit
brought by Greystar to practical spam defense solutions.
More specifically, we measure how many hours Greystar
detects a spam number ahead of 1+ and 3+, respectively.
Fig. 13 shows the CDF curves of the comparison results,
where we highlight the location on the x-axis correspond-
ing to 24 hours with a green vertical line. We observe that
Greystar is much faster than K+ algorithms. For exam-
ple, Greystar is one day ahead of 1+ in 50% of the cases
and is one day before 3+ in more than 90% of the times.
We find that, on average, it takes less than 1.2 hours

for Greystar to detect a spam number after it starts spam-
ming (i.e., starts sending messages to more than 50 vic-
tims in an hour). The fast response time of Greystar is
accredited to the much larger population of grey num-
bers, from which Greystar can gather evidence to detect
more spam numbers more quickly. In addition, collect-
ing evidence passively from grey numbers eliminates the
delay during the human reporting process (recall Fig. 2).
Therefore, Greystar is characterized with a much faster
detection speed than the K+ algorithm. Such a gain in
the detection speed can lead to more successful reduction
of spam traffic in the network. We illustrate this point
next.

For simplicity, we assume a spam number can be in-
stantly restricted after being detected. We run simulation
on a one week dataset (the first week of January 2012)
and calculate the number of spam messages appearing
in each hour assuming a particular spam detection algo-
rithm is deployed exclusively in the network. The results
are illustrated in Fig. 14. The total spam messages are
contributed by known spam numbers observed in that
week. We observe that Greystar can successfully sup-
press the majority of spam messages. During peak hours
when the total number of spam messages exceeds 600K,
only around 150K remains after Greystar is deployed. In
other words, Greystar leads to an overall reduction of
75% of spam messages during peak hours. In compar-
ison, 1+ only guarantees a spam reduction of 50% due
to long detection delay. We note that, due to the noise
in the spam reports, cellular providers often employ K+
(K ≥ 3) instead of 1+ to avoid false alarms. In this case,
the benefit from Greystar is even more substantial.

7.3 Analysis of Missed Detections
In this section, we investigate the missed detections
(false negatives) from Greystar, i.e., the spam number
candidates that were not detected by Greystar but have
been reported by spam victims. There are around 500
such numbers in each month and totally around 27K
missed detections. We note that we focus only on a sub-
set of the candidates who are customers of the cellular

network under study, for whom we have access to a much
richer set of information sources to carry out the inves-
tigation. We believe the conclusions from analyzing this
subset of candidates also apply for other candidates out-
side the network.

We classify these candidates into three groups based
on the volume of the associated CDR records.

No volume. We do not observe any CDR record for
19.5% of the numbers. We inquiry the SMS billing
records for these numbers and find that many of them
initiate a vast amount of SMS traffic to foreign countries,
such as Canada and Jamaica, etc., and hence no CDR
record has been collected to trigger Greystar detection.

Low volume. We find around 27% of the missed de-
tections have accessed less than 50 recipients during the
observation period. We study the text content inside the
victim spam reports to understand the root cause of these
missed detections. The most popular text content are
party advertisements and promotions from local restau-
rants. Users are likely to have registered with these mer-
chants in the past and hence received ads from them. For
the rest of the numbers, we find many send out spam
messages to advertise mobile apps and premium SMS
services. From the users’ comments posted on online fo-
rums and social media sites [14, 15], we find two of the
advertised apps are messenger/dating apps which have
issues with their default personal settings. Without man-
ual correction, these apps, once initiated, will send out
friend requests to a few random users of the apps. Spam
messages from the remaining numbers are also likely to
be sent out without users’ consent, especially the ones
that broadcast premium SMS services. We suspect they
are caused by apps abusing permissions or even behav-
iors of malware apps. For example, one app advertised
by spam is reported to contain malware that sent SMS
text to the contact list on the infected device, where the
text contains a URL for downloading that malware.

High volume. The rest of the phone numbers send SMS
to a large number of recipients. From the reported spam
text, we find 7.1% of them belong to legitimate advertiser
who broadcast to registerred customers and are somehow
reported by the recipients. For the rest of numbers, we
find their spam topics are quite different from those of
the detected ones. In particular, 11% of these numbers
are associated with adult sites or hotlines, in comparison
to only 0.06% among the detected numbers. Meanwhile,
17.6% of them advertise local shopping deals, as op-
posed to only 2.1% among the detected ones. Such dif-
ference suggests that these spam victims somehow gave
out their phone numbers to spammers, e.g., while visiting
malicious sites to register services or to purchase prod-
ucts. In addition, we extract the voice call history associ-
ated with these high volume candidates. Interestingly, we
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find that about 4% of these numbers have initiated phone
calls to many terminating numbers in the past. We sus-
pect that these spammers employ auto-dialers to harvest
active phone numbers (i.e., the ones that have answered
the calls) from the phone number space. With the list
of active phone numbers, spammers can send spam more
effectively and avoid detection in the mean time.

Admittedly, there are spam numbers in these three
categories that are missed by Greystar because they are
equipped with a target number list obtained through auto-
dialing or social engineering techniques (for example,
accurate target lists can potentially be obtained by ap-
plying techniques discussed in [16]). SMS traffic from
these users is not differentiable from that of the legiti-
mate users. However, we emphasize that these missed
detections only account for less than 9% of all the spam
numbers detected and they will not have a significant im-
pact on the efficacy of Greystar for reducing the overall
spam traffic. In fact, we find that, on average, the missed
detections sent 37% less spam messages in comparison
to the spam numbers detected by Greystar. On the other
hand, we do see the needs of combining Greystar and
other methods to build a more robust defense solution.
For example, many malicious activities can be better de-
tected by correlating different channels (e.g., voice, SMS
and data). Meanwhile, cellular carriers can collaborate
with mobile marketplace to detect and control suspicious
apps that can potentially initiate spam.

8 Related Work

The demographic features and network behaviors of
SMS spammers were analyzed in [6]. [16] investigated
the security impact of SMS messages and discussed the
potential of denying voice service by sending SMS to
large and accurate phone hitlists at a high rate. Mean-
while, [16] also discussed several ways of harvesting ac-
tive phone numbers, which can potentially be employed
by SMS spammers to generate accurate target number
lists to launch spam campaign more efficiently and to
evade detection. Similar short message services carried
by the data channel were also studied. For example, [17]
characterized spam campaigns from “wall” messages be-
tween Facebook users. [18–21] analyzed Twitter spam.
[22, 23] studied talkback spam on weblogs. Meanwhile,
akin to SMS spammers, the behaviors of email spam-
mers were characterized in [24–27]. In comparison, we
not only study the strategies of SMS spammers but also
propose an effective spam detection solution based on
our analysis.

In addition to the victim spam reports mentioned ear-
lier, network behaviors of spammers, e.g., sending pat-
terns, have been used in SMS spam detection, such
as [28]. Similar network statistics based methods de-

signed for email spam detection can also be applied for
identifying SMS spam, such as [29–32]. However, these
methods often suffer from large false positive rates, be-
cause many legitimate customers can exhibit SMS send-
ing patterns similar to those of spammers. In contrast,
Greystar utilizes a novel concept of grey phone space
to detect spam numbers, which yields an extremely low
false alarm rate.

Some systems have been developed in the form of
smartphone apps to classify spam messages on user mo-
bile devices [33–35]. However, not all mobile devices
support executing such apps. Furthermore, from a user’s
perspective, this method is a late defense as the spam
message has already arrived on his/her device and the
user may already be charged for the spam message.
Moreover, the high volume of spam messages that have
already traversed the cellular network may have resulted
in congestion and other adverse network performance
impacts. Greystar is deployed inside the carrier network
and hence do not have these drawbacks. As we have seen
in Section 7, Greystar can quickly detect spam numbers
once they start spamming and hence significantly reduce
spam traffic volume in the network.

Similar to our work, many works have leveraged un-
wanted traffic for anomaly detection, such as Internet
dark space [13, 36], grey space [12], honeynet [37, 38]
and failed DNS traffic [39], etc. We are the first to ad-
vance the notion of grey phone space and propose a novel
statistical method for identifying SMS spam using grey
phone space.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented the design of Greystar, an in-
novative system for fast and accurate detection of SMS
spam numbers. Greystar monitors a set of grey phone
numbers, which signify impending spam activities tar-
geting a large number of mobile users, and employs an
advanced statistical model for detecting spam numbers
according to their interactions with grey phone numbers.
Using five months of SMS call detail records collected
from a large cellular network in the US, we conducted
extensive evaluation of Greystar in terms of the detec-
tion accuracy and speed, and demonstrated the great po-
tential of Greystar for reducing SMS spam traffic in the
network.

Our future work will focus on applying Greystar to de-
tect other suspicious activities in cellular networks, such
as telemarketing campaigns. Meanwhile, we will corre-
late Greystar detection results with cellular data traffic to
detect malware engaged in such spamming activities.
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